**Tighest context for preserving ZWNJ in Malayalam**

PR 96 is trying to find the context in which ZWNJ should be preserved. Following table is to aid that decision making, by showing tightest possible context for Malayalam.

There exists an entry in the table below, for row R and column C, iff, there exists a conjunct form for \(<R, \text{VIRAMA}, C>\) in Malayalam writing system. That means, if there exists an entry for row R and column C, deleting ZWNJ in the context of \(<R, \text{VIRAMA}, \text{ZWNJ}, C>\) might turn the form with visible virama to a conjunct without visible virama. This is risky, because the word contexts in which \(<R, \text{VIRAMA}, \text{ZWNJ}, C>\) appear might require explicit virama as in the case of '法学士'('/drksaakssi/).

Similarly, if there is no entry for an R and a C, then ZWNJ in this context can be removed safely because no conjunct is there in the writing system for \(<R, \text{VIRAMA}, C>\).

### Simple regular expression tighter than <Consonant, Virama, ZWNJ, Consonant>

{} Pink rows X = \{ &a; \}, \{ &e; \}, \{ &i; \}, \{ &o; \}, \{ &u; \}, \{ &A; \}, \{ &E; \}, \{ &I; \}, \{ &O; \}, \{ &U; \} and {} purple columns Y = \{ &a; \}, \{ &e; \}, \{ &i; \}, \{ &o; \}, \{ &u; \}, \{ &A; \}, \{ &E; \}, \{ &I; \}, \{ &O; \}, \{ &U; \} together cover all entries in the table. So, the patterns \(<X, \text{VIRAMA}, \text{ZWNJ}, C>\) and \(<C, \text{VIRAMA}, \text{ZWNJ}, Y>\) are simple regular expressions to cover all ZWNJ preserving contexts for Malayalam.
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